
 
 

 

The  Assistant Carpenter (Flyman) for the AuRene Theater supports the Head Carpenter by 

providing excellent technical knowledge, supervising the union crew when necessary, 

guaranteeing  a safe work place and providing excellent customer service to ensure a positive 

experience for all artists, clients and their staff . 
 

 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

 Utilize effective and efficient management strategies with the union crew ensuring 

professionalism and safety.  

  Communicate crew issues with the Head Carpenter and PACA Management and 

ensure all issues are addressed in a timely manner.  

 Manage the Carpentry Department as needed by making decisions regarding technical 

emergencies, safety, financial interest of the client, financial interest of the Broward 

Center for the Performing Arts, and all provisions of the Collective Bargaining 

Agreement. 

 Inform the Director of Production of issues or opportunities related to maintaining a 

safe and functional working environment, and provide documentation of these issues 

based on cost, necessity, and timeliness. 

 Interpret union contracts in consultation with the Director of Production. 

 Execute and supervise the daily tasks and activities of the Carpentry Department and 

the union crew, including crew training and delegating responsibilities as needed. 

 
 

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES 

 Maintain knowledge of current safety procedures for work areas and equipment 
 Skilled in technical theater, with an emphasis on rigging and carpentry, experience 

crossing over departmental lines in the areas of electrics, lighting, sound and properties. 

 Skilled in operating and maintaining fly systems and supervising rigging crews. 

 Skilled in operating and maintaining stage carpentry equipment. 

 Able to manage large crews in a fast paced environment.  

 Able to provide effective leadership. 

 Abled to interpret and implement union collective bargaining agreements. 

 Responsible for maintaining the quality of all equipment. 

 Able to manage and resolve unexpected situations on a regular basis. 

 Able to communicate effectively. 

 Able to handle physical effort by lifting at least 50 lbs, walking, standing, climbing, 

working at heights up to 100 feet, and loading and unloading trucks. 

 Able to work a flexible schedule including nights, weekends, and holidays regularly. 

 
If you are interested in this opportunity, please submit your resume to: 

acfsearch@browardcenter.org.   


